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diverse 
applications

It’s a well-researched fact that how a job advert or description 

is read and responded to differs by gender. We’ve collated 

some of the top tips from over 25 years in the industry, to 

reach out to the best and most diverse applicant field.
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For more support from Outsource UK on this topic, please contact:

Claire Farrow
Programme Manager – Diversity and Inclusion 

01793 430021      07808 787111

cfarrow@outsource-uk.co.uk          @CF_OutsourceUK

Avoid internal terminology

• Stick to well-recognised requirements to 

appeal to the widest possible audience.

Involve all stakeholders

• When defining what a role entails, do so with 

the input of HR, Hiring Managers and a diverse 

group of employees in a similar function.

Avoid desirable skills, which are proven 

to discourage females from applying

• A job description should be an accurate 

account of the skills.

Be aware of word bias

• Adjectives and verbs often found in job 

postings in traditionally male-dominated fields 

(like software programming) tend to be 

deemed more ‘masculine’ such as “competitive” 

and “dominate”, unconsciously putting off 

females from applying.

Don’t simply focus on the 

technical requirements

• Consider the softer skills and empathy required

with the end user.

Sell your role
• Spell out the benefits, current or longer term,

- overseas travel, salary, work/life balance.

Focus on the person specification

• Think about the type of individual you want in 

your role - qualifications don’t build relationships.

Too many qualifications: a real turn-off

• Many employers list all qualifications they’d like to 

see in the perfect candidate. Many women won’t 

apply for a job unless they meet almost all of the 

listed requirements whereas males seem much 

more willing to consider a “close enough” match 

to the qualifications sufficient enough to apply.
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Encouraging Diversity 
Workshops

It has been recognised that companies are 15% more likely to perform better if they are gender diverse. However, it is crucial to consider diversity in all its forms when looking at your attraction campaigns. 

Our workshop serves to coach your hiring community in attracting the most diverse candidate pool and retaining their engagement throughout the onboarding process.
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To find out more about Outsource UK’s workshops, please contact:
Claire FarrowProgramme Manager – Diversity and Inclusion 01793 430021      07808 787111cfarrow@outsource-uk.co.uk          @CF_OutsourceUK

Part 1: Are your job descriptions ‘diversity’ friendly?
• How to appeal to the widest possible audience
• How to appropriately define a role, from both a technical and person specification

• How to remove word bias, and useful tools to ensure continuity 
• How to sell the organisation, culture and workplace environmentPart 2: Are you truly ‘Agile’?  How to implement agile working in your business, including;

• Homeworking
• Hot-desking
• Reduced/flexed hours• Job sharing/job rotations• Returnships

Part 3: Is your hiring community interviewing consistently?   
• Competency vs situational interviewing • Key questions to draw out common problems• How to use interviews to sell your company and role to the candidate

• What you shouldn’t be asking 
Part 4: Are you happy with your induction process?    
• What to consider to ensure staff quickly adjust to their new environment 

• Buddy/mentor system • Psychological contract between Employer and Employee 
• Regular check-in points• A ‘diversity’ friendly Employee Handbook and Company Policies 
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Think about the type of individual you want in 

your role - qualifications don’t build relationships.

Too many qualifications: a real turn-off

Many employers list all qualifications they’d like to 

see in the perfect candidate. Many women won’t 

apply for a job unless they meet almost all of the 

requirements whereas males seem much 

more willing to consider a “close enough” match 

to the qualifications sufficient enough to apply.
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Workshops
It has been recognised that companies are 15% more likely to perform better if they are gender diverse. However, it is crucial to consider diversity in all its forms when looking at your attraction campaigns. 

To find out more about Outsource UK’s workshops, please contact:
Claire FarrowProgramme Manager – Diversity and Inclusion 01793 430021      07808 787111cfarrow@outsource-uk.co.uk          @CF_OutsourceUK

Part 1: Are your job descriptions ‘diversity’ friendly?
• How to appeal to the widest possible audience
• How to appropriately define a role, from both a technical and person specification

• How to remove word bias, and useful tools to ensure continuity 
• How to sell the organisation, culture and workplace environmentPart 2: Are you truly ‘Agile’?How to implement agile working in your business, including;

• Homeworking
• Hot-desking
• Reduced/flexed hours• Job sharing/job rotations• Returnships

Part 3: Is your hiring community interviewing consistently?
• Competency vs situational interviewing • Key questions to draw out common problems• How to use interviews to sell your company and role to the candidate

• What you shouldn’t be asking 
Part 4: Are you happy with your induction process?
• What to consider to ensure staff quickly adjust to their new environment 

• Buddy/mentor system • Psychological contract between Employer and Employee 
• Regular check-in points• A ‘diversity’ friendly Employee Handbook and Company Policies 

Diversity Matters:
Inspiring Inclusion 
in the Workplace
Meet the Panel
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Ian Andrews
Head of Engineering, Nationwide Building Society 
and Director of the Tech Talent Charter
Ian is the Head of Engineering for Nationwide Building Society and a Director of the Tech Talent Charter. 
He is an energetic and passionate leader who has led many technical teams throughout his career including 
software engineering, software development, IT delivery, IT operations, Incident & Crisis Management, 
UX, Digital Production and Social Customer Care. He led Nationwide’s involvement in developing the 
Tech Talent Charter, later becoming a non-exec director of the organisation. In his spare time, he is 
a church leader and a keen drummer.

Keynote speaker

Tuesday 22nd May

Jane Kennedy 
Independent Non-Executive Director, Trustee, Business Advisor and Executive Coach
Jane is transitioning to a portfolio career following a successful executive career as COO and HRD in Financial 
Services, where she has worked for SAGA, Colonial life, Scottish Widows, GHL , Barclays, Partnership Assurance 
and JUST. She has excelled as an Experienced Financial Services Executive with roles focused on large-scale 
customer-facing Operations also encompassing the HR functions. She has a passion for inclusion, diversity and 
talent development, introducing successful initiatives to enhance culture and opportunity in companies driving 
positive business and customer outcomes. The establishment of a back office and client-facing operation and 
cultures equipped for rapid growth, a Stock Market floatation and subsequent Merger with a similar sized 
partner has given Jane a unique résumé.

Sarah Armstrong-Smith 
Head of Continuity & Resilience, Distinguished Engineer 
and Diversity Champion, Fujitsu
As well as being a Distinguished Engineer, Sarah leads Fujitsu’ Continuity & Resilience practice. She is a business 
continuity and crisis management specialist which enables her to take a holistic and strategic view of enterprise risk. 
Over the last year, Sarah has also focussed on data protection and is the GDPR professional services lead. She is 
a member of International Association of Privacy Managers, Business Continuity Institute and British Computer 
Society In addition, Sarah has been a Diversity Champion for the last 3 years. In 2017, Sarah led a team of 
volunteers to relaunch the Women’s Business Network and was instrumental in executing the strategy and 
plan which saw Fujitsu being recognised as a 2018 Times Top 50 Employer for Women.
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17%
of employees in 
the UK tech sector
are women

Here at Outsource UK, we believe 
that adopting genuinely inclusive 
recruitment practices requires 
businesses to support people from all 
walks of life in their career searches. 
After all, achieving total inclusion means 
considering everyone, and to ensure 
that everyone gets a fair chance, we 
enable underrepresented groups to 
have access to equal opportunities by 
adapting company hiring processes.

Helping you make a difference
There is no ‘one size fi ts all’ approach 
to candidate attraction, screening, 
interviewing or hiring practices. So to 
ensure a level of consistency, Outsource 
UK’s Diversity Matters Insights Audit 
Programme supports underrepresented 
talent pools – those who frequently 
miss out on opportunities in standard 
recruitment processes. We help people 

secure the role they’ve longed for, and 
bring about positive change and a 
culture of innovation within businesses.

Tailor-made approaches
As companies begin to embrace 
inclusive recruitment, it is becoming 
apparent that a lack of agreement 
exists over who should be responsible 
for developing the culture of a business: 
Management, HR, or Marketing 
departments? Through our Diversity 
Matters Insights Audit programme, we 
will take care of everything for you; 
from the initial audit of your current 
recruitment processes to coaching your 
hiring community. We can also help you 
set up targeted attraction campaigns 
and create bespoke interview protocols; 
we can even connect you with the right 
partners to support you with specifi c 
recruitment initiatives.



Deliver
• Returner programme
• Assessment centres
• Microsite & targeted     
   campaigns
• Project-based RPOs
• Passive engagement
• Apprentices, interns,  
   graduates, veterans

Revise
• Assess all KPIs,  
  revisit and refresh

The Diversity Matters 
Insights Audit programme

Curating 
specialist talent

outsource-uk.co.uk

Birmingham   •   Edinburgh   •   London   •   Manchester   •   Swindon

Get in touch to find out more about the 
specialist recruitment services we offer:

T: 01793 430 021
E: diversity@outsource-uk.co.uk

Full end-to-end solution

Claire started her career with Outsource  
in 2009 as a recruiter for a number of  
Outsource’s key accounts. From there,  
she moved over to account, and later,  
programme manage Outsource’s two  
largest financial services accounts,  
supporting with contingent, executive  
and permanent hiring strategies. After  
8 years in this role, Claire now spends  
her time advising clients on diverse  
hiring best practices. In 2017, she set  
up the Outsource UK Inspiring  

Inclusion team to highlight the worrying 
lack of diversity and inclusion in the tech 
and engineering sectors.  

Senior executive, CRA Risk

Your Diversity and  
Inclusion Client Partner
Claire Farrow 

Why is Diversity & Inclusion so important?
It makes sense!

• Becoming a diverse and inclusive employer is simply the  
   RIGHT thing to do
• Diverse teams perform better
• Diverse groups offer a solution to plug the talent gap
• Diversity gives companies a better understanding of their customers
• Diverse teams provide access to greater innovation and creativity

• Individuals who feel included stay longer
• Diversity initiatives boost a brand’s perception  
   as an innovative employer
• Organisations that don’t manage diversity 
   initiatives properly may fall behind
• It’s what society wants

Only 14% of workers  
are comfortable speaking to 
their managers about stress

The UK has the  
lowest percentage  
of female engineering 
professionals in  
Europe, at less than 
10%

Audit
• Set objectives
• Review current diversity split
• Understand brand perception
• Explore CSR opportunities
• Assess website accessibility
• Review job adverts 

Educate
• Unconscious bias training
• Do’s & don’ts of interviewing
• Behavioural interviewing  
   techniques
• Meetups
• Webinars and podcasts
• Partnering

Diversity brings us all  
opportunities to learn new  
things and personally develop

“After a review of our advertising and job 
descriptions, Outsource UK provided us with 
useful insights and guidance.Outsource gave 
us a new perspective on potential barriers for 
female candidates while providing pointers on 
strategy and the language useful in effectively 
communicating with potential new recruits”


